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PROJECT SUMMARY
EXAMPLES
THE BIG IDEA

- Convenience for retail sellers in the market.
- Enhanced System with advanced technologies.
THE "SCIENCE"

- Reverse Image Search
- Sales Trend Analytics
PROPOSED WORK

DATA SOURCE
• Initial Data – Kaggle

STRATEGY
• Python
• 2 layered method for RIS

METRICS
• Accuracy
• Precision
• Efficiency
RELATED WORK
REFERENCES

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/299616851_Developed_the_Inventory_Management_System_for_ERP_Implementing_in_Manufacturing_Industry

MILESTONES
MILESTONES

1. Modules are Implemented and Finalized
2. Dashboard is finalized | Basic Reverse Image Search Implemented
3. Finalizing Reverse Image Search | Fine Tuning and Testing
4. Final Report and Presentation
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